In this paper, we implement an informationtheoretic approach to travel behaviour analysis by introducing a generative modelling framework to identify informative latent characteristics in travel decision making. It involves developing a joint tri-partite Bayesian graphical network model using a Restricted Boltzmann Machine (RBM) generative modelling framework. We apply this framework on a mode choice survey data to identify abstract latent variables and compare the performance with a traditional latent variable model with specific latent preferences -safety, comfort, and environmental. Data collected from a joint stated and revealed preference mode choice survey in Quebec, Canada were used to calibrate the RBM model. Results show that a significant impact on model likelihood statistics and suggests that machine learning tools are highly suitable for modelling complex networks of conditional independent behaviour interactions.
I. INTRODUCTION
The increased use of psychological and perceptual variables in travel choice survey have motivated a number of studies that investigated the explicit effects of latent behaviour in decision-making. Analysis of travel mode choice has focused on the effects of modal travel cost, time or reliability and many recent studies have attributed latent behaviour variables to account for unobservable effects [1] , [2] . The Integrated Choice and Latent Variable (ICLV) model is a recent development in structural equation modelling (SEM) to handle hybrid endogenous and exogenous variables in decision-making [3] . The ICLV model has been shown -in some situations -to produce consistent estimates of model parameters, leading to better explanatory solutions [4] . The history of structural modelling dates back to the 1970s and have been originally used in psychology, sociology and market research, and recently it has seen growing applications in travel behaviour involving latent preference "attitudinal" variables and measurement "indicators". The fundamental methodology of SEM assumes prior statistical relevance and prior hypothesis about the subjective variables. Errors in measurement and model structure can be independently estimated and psychological effects can be directed using measurement indicators. One of the characteristics of latent variable models is that the estimated model parameters are not always unique. The information quality of the underlying data also poses a significant identification problem in SEM. Theoretical analysis of how latent variables can be identified practically is an important consideration, specifically in the domain of travel behaviour analysis.
Recent studies into some of the insights of decision making process with latent variables have investigated the use of machine learning algorithms to enrich limited endogenous variables by learning a generative statistical model designed specifically to avoid the problems with non-unique parameter estimates. Efficient generative modelling algorithms, e.g., RBMs or Variational Autoencoders, developed for machine learning applications, can be applied to latent travel behaviour models without the need for measurement indicators nor through SEM by incorporating choice posteriors to learn latent variable interactions [5] .
In this paper, we aim to develop a novel conditional RBM (C-RBM) for travel survey data that can leverage attitudinal and causal information of choice preference simultaneously. The main contributions of this paper are:
• Propose a C-RBM framework for travel behaviour model to incorporate conditional relationship between observed and latent information. • Explore the capability and identifiability of the framework for latent behaviour characteristics. • A empirical comparison with traditional SEM based discrete choice model.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW A. Structured Equation Modelling (SEM)
The use of attitudes and perceptions in latent variable modelling have been used in various implementations and approaches in travel behaviour models [6] , [7] . The ICLV model is a particularly useful SEM method which incorporates psychometric indicators by constructing a model in terms of a system of unidirectional effects of one variable to another [8] . Within this domain, ICLV models estimate either sequentially or simultaneously on latent variables and indicator manifestation to explain utility of each alternative. The ICLV model combines consideration for unknown variables with the choice model, offering better explanatory effect.
Early developments of latent behavioural framework are a response to the need for interactions between psychometric data and choice preferences, treating behaviour as an "open black-box" [9] . A distinction in SEM is in the effects between observed and target perceptual variables are pre-specified graphically. The direct effects of indicator measurements on latent variables are expected to be available. For instance, survey collection does not take into account psychometric factors, latent variables cannot be estimated using the ICLV method. Even when measurement indicators are available they may be weak predictors of latent variables if the respondents do not understand or inaccurately answer those questions. Indicators may also not provide further useful information and might cause mis-specification of the choice model [4] . ICLV explicitly models unobserved (latent) behaviour factors through measurement equations.
B. General specification of the ICLV model
The ICLV choice model is composed of 3 sub-parts: The choice model, the measurement model and the latent variable model [4] . A maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) function is used to estimate the parameter values. The observable variables consists of generic and alternative specific inputs where all the respondents n gives their stated choice preference i. The set of inputs are referred to as x m and x im respectively. In a standard RUM-based multinomial logit utility, the utility is defined by:
where β m and β im are the parameters that define the sensitivity of each variable and ε i is the extreme valued error term. V i represents the observed part of the utility. For simplicity, we assume that the alternatives are homogeneous across the population and parameters are estimated without a variance parameter. The latent variable model extends the utility by adding a latent variable term x * h where (h) is the number of latent variables required. An equation is defined for each latent variable. Random utility with latent variable can be defined as follows:
Typically, the functions for latent variable are not explicitly defined beforehand. Here we provide several possible ways of how the latent variable can be formulated in terms of observable variables. The measurement model decouples the latent underlying factors from the observed variables and separate representations into discrete, measurable points, e.g. latent attributes such as 'attitude towards owning a car'. Indicators I define the response of the individual to perceptual questions. For instance, one can ask the question 'What is the importance of safety when choosing to travel by train?' The response is usually defined by a Likert scale, we assume that all indicators are configured as binary valued [0, 1] (e.g. not important or important). Similarly in latent variables, each indicator is defined with one equation. Each equation measures the distribution of indicators conditional on the values of the latent variables, f (x * h ). For example, indicators can be defined as a conditional probability distribution of latent variables:
where ς j represents the error terms of the indicators and β jh is the parameters defining the weight of the latent variable on the specified indicator. The parameters β jh can be estimated by the probability that the indicator is I = 1, using a binary logit model:
In principle, any function for I is possible (including linear when the indicator is a scale, hence a Probit model), but we consider a logit function for simple generalization. Providing indicators may help to capture the systematic response bias not found in observed variables. However, this method cannot be used if psychometric indicators are not available.
C. Modelling Non-linearity in Latent Variables
Non-linear interaction terms between latent and observed variables allows for cases where latent variables are not monotonically related to observed variables. The difficulty in computing the covariance or correlation matrices among non-linear terms of exogenous latent variables limits the use of non-linear functions, thus requiring non-linear constraints which results in an increase in complexity of the model specification and identification. The linear function used in [4] is described in ICLV models [2] :
where β hm is the parameter describing the linear relation between observed and latent variables and ϑ h is a random stochastic term. This form is selected because the function will be linear and continuous and can be easily inferred from. However, there is a risk of overestimation as the value of
). There would be potential numerical instability in the gradient estimation procedure (when taking the exponential of a large number input). A common practice in discrete choice modelling to stabilize parameter identification is to scale the input values to a small (¡1.0) number or include a scale estimator [10] . A non-linear formulation is the sigmoid or inverse logit function f (x) = sigmoid(x) = 1 1+e −x . This is common for latent variables in discrete choice models since the output is continuous and bounded between 0 and 1. Intuitively, the value of the latent variable will represent a probability that the latent variable is available in the choice. The formula is as follows:
Other possible functions of f (x m ) include the rectifier model (commonly referred to as Relu(x) in machine learning literature) is a threshold version of the linear function with f (x) = Relu(x) = max(0, x) and the soft rectifier et al. 2011) . When x = x m1 − x m2 , the resulting output becomes a measure of alternative regret.
III. FRAMEWORK AND ESTIMATION OF LATENT VARIABLE MODEL THROUGH C-RBM ALGORITHM
Generative models learn the underlying choice distribution p(y) and latent variable distribution p(x * |y) given some input variables x. A Bayesian inference method is used to derive the posterior distribution of y given some observed and/or latent variable, e.g. p(y|x * ) = p(x * |y)p(y)
. Latent variables are features which perform non-linear generalization of the highly heterogeneous observed data. Intuitively, in terms of econometric analysis, latent variables in generative models are arbitrary variables that depend on observed data, including response choices. In ICLV models measurement functions may be prone to errors. This is not so in the case of generative models, as latent information is inferred from choice data (through a Markov network for example). The C-RBM is a variant of a Boltzmann machine inference model with an undirected energy-based model (from the basis of information theory and relative entropy) and a tri-partite of variables having symmetric connections.
The RBM framework estimates the the amount of information 'bits' required to map the data onto the set of latent variables. In addition, each group is conditioned on another set of inputs, in the case of an ICLV, the observed variables can be used as conditional inputs. The latent variables are assumed to be independent of each other and the model has stochastic visible variables y ∈ {0, 1}∀Y and latent variables h ∈ {0, 1} J conditioned on some known prior distribution x. In discrete choice modelling, one of each constants or alternative specific parameters is fixed to zero. This can be performed in stochastic gradient learning by setting the gradient update to zero of the associated parameter in the computational graph.
The joint distribution of visible and latent variables is given by the Hopfield energy function:
where c i and c j are the constant values associated with the alternatives and latent variables respectively. D ij is the parameter covariance matrix representing the relation between the latent and alternatives. B i is the parameter vector of the conditional alternative specific inputs x im . G hm is the parameter matrix expressing the relation between latent and observed generic variables, likewise one parameter vector row is fixed to zero for model identifiability. We can express the Boltzmann distribution as an energy model with energy function which relates the entropy of the model to a specific state of the machineF (y):
where Z is the partition function Z = i,j exp(−Energy(y, x * , x)) over all possible latent vector combinations. F (y) is defined as the free-energy function:
A. Objective function and likelihood estimation
To estimate a ICLV model, maximum likelihood (ML) is used most often. ML maximizes the probability that the structural model parameters generates the implied output and the measurement model maximizes the probability that the underlying latent variables generates the associated indicators. To perform estimation of RBM type models, we need to define the objective that is robust and stable in the biases of the standard errors. A stochastic graph is constructed that incorporates both conditional dependence and the choice model. The C-RBM model learns aspects of an unknown probability distribution based on samples from that distribution. A stochastic gradient descent algorithm iterates across all observations and updates the parameter vectors such that the model best represent the distribution of the choice data (Algorithm 1). To generate latent variables, it is necessary to compute the log likelihood of the joint distribution p(y, x * , x). Efficient Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm have been developed to deal with such problems using Gibbs chain sampling methods and contrastive divergence (CD). Assuming that individual responses are known, we can model the joint distribution of the responses and latent variables using the Bayesian estimation rule:
The probability that the C-RBM model estimates is based on comparing the Kullback-Leibler divergence of the initial probability distribution p(y) and another, final distribution p(ŷ), where p(ŷ) is the probability of the reconstructed representation after Gibbs sampling. To find the gradient derivative for the gradient descent training algorithm, we take the derivative of the log probability of the training vector with respect to the model parameters:
where the components of y i x * j corresponds to the expected value under the specified distribution (data or model). The first and second terms are the positive and negative phases of the Gibbs sampling procedure. The update rule from the model parameters can be performed with stochastic gradient descent (SGD) at each iteration t: initialize: θ = 0; forall S i ∈ D, τ = 1, ..., T do forall (y, x * , x) ∈ S i do for n = 1 to N do iterate over Gibbs chain, CD n < y, x * > data ← p(y n , x * n , x n )
We incorporate a learning factor Φ in the objective function which controls the magnitude of the update parameters. The objective assumes that the marginal p(x * |x) has a closed form solution and the function generate output samplesŷ ∼ p(ŷ = 1|x * , x).
B. Construction of the latent behaviour choice model
The generated parameter vectors of the C-RBM model are then used to estimate a latent behaviour model that contains the utility maximizing estimator for each observed and latent variables with an indicator model for the latent variable component:
• For the choice model y, the estimator simply calculates the likelihood L(θ) under the RUM theory, that is L(θ) = 1 n n p(y|x * , x; θ). Here θ are the parameters of the generic (β im ), alternative specific (β i ) and latent (β hi ) variables.
• For the latent variable x * , we calculate the conditional probability p(x * |x). A reparameterization boundary condition is placed on latent variables [0, 1]. The identified parameter represents the probability that the latent variable is present in the individual.
• For the indicator component, statistically significant latent variables are extracted from our C-RBM model estimation.
The choice model be can of any form, e.g. multinomial logit, mixed logit, nested logit, or a combination of different choice mechanisms (for simplicity, we use a MNL in our experiment). Once choice and measurement model are formulated, the likelihood function is derived to estimate the parameters of the model. The likelihood function is defined as the mixed logit integral of the choice model conditional on the indicator measurement model:
Assuming that the measurement model follows the logistic sigmoid function with scale and/or translation factor, the integral can be estimated by maximum log likelihood (MLE) and terms of the resulting densities are:
The first term is the log likelihood of the choice model. The second term, can be substituted with cross-entropy (CE) maximization: log(P (I|x * )) = I * log(f (x * |x))+(1−I) * log(1−f (x * |x)) (17) The CE approach for multinomial logit models is equivalent to the standard log likelihood for standard discretecontinuous choice models when more than 1 alternative are selected. In the case of the latent variable and indicator function, the probability of I j = 1 is independent of other I j . This CE expectation maximization procedure on a multi-attribute logistic function recovers the likelihood of the indicator model efficiently and directly evaluate P (I|x * ) simultaneously with the choice model.
IV. CASE STUDY
A combined revealed and stated preference travel survey from commuters along the Northeastern USA rail corridor with Montreal in Canada (Montreal, NYC, Maine, Boston) is conducted. A sleeper train between these cities and tourist destinations (Train Hotel) was proposed to provide an alternative to the regular rail travel mode. The proposed Train Hotel provides overnight sleeper amenities and entertainment for round-trip journeys shown in Fig. 1 . A joint RP-SP survey design provides multi-attributed and generic variables, resulting in more accurate outcomes. The survey analyses mode choice preference of passengers who travelled between select Canada and USA destinations within 12 months prior from the day of survey. The data statistics and collection procedure are described in [11] .
In the SP choice survey, each respondent was presented with up to 6 alternatives y i ∈ {Bus, Car Rental, Car, Plane, Train Hotel, Train} and each mode alternative was characterized by: trip duration, trip reliability and trip cost. Each attribute was sampled on different levels for each respondent (eg. multiple price levels) defined relative to the origin and destination pairs. The level of each quantity was randomized across variables to control for potential ordering bias, however the choice order between respondents was not varied. The second part of the survey data collected socio-economic and household characteristics of the respondents. The survey data consisted of continuous (e.g. income, age, number of vehicles) and categorical variables (e.g. education, household type). For consistency, all generic variables related to the respondents' characteristics were binary coded (continuous variables are first categorized). The model structure used in the analysis is shown in Fig. 2 .
For the measurement model, 3 qualitative indicators were considered for each mode: environmental, comfort, safety, (e.g. safety of car, safety of plane). Respondents indicated their perception of these indicator by level of importance on a 5-point Likert scale.
V. RESULTS

A. Latent Behaviour Model Formulation
We measure the reliability of the latent variable parameters by quantifying perceptual meaning (e.g. quality measure, attitudes towards a particular habit) to each latent variable that could be used as additional explanatory variable in order to obtain better fit on the choice model. The latent variables were then evaluated on their consistency through the measurement indicator model. Through this process, latent variables were hypothesized in a less subjective manner since, they were learned through the C-RBM model framework. We use significant latent variables as a guide for construction of the ICLV model assuming that there should be a relation between the posterior choice and prior distributions. Using observed distribution of choice data instead of pre-defined latent variables in our estimated model removes assumed causal relation with subjective indicators.
The equations of the ICLV model follows a 6 alternative mode choice model (i) with three latent variables (x * 1 , x * 2 , x * 3 ), the three latent variables were measured by specific mode indicator variable (e.g. I j ∀J ∈ { bus, car, train, plane }). The measurement indicators I j were binary coded from a 5point Likert scale (1, 2, 3 = not important (1), 4, 5 = important (0)) [11] . Latent variable interaction terms, denoted by the observed variables are formulated as: 
Structural equation of the ICLV model:
B. Model analysis
The results of the two-stage approach showed that three attitudinal variables can be included for estimating latent behavioural aspects for travel mode between Montreal and Northeastern USA destinations. The signs of the indicator parameters are as expected in the C-RBM model and the ttests show that most parameters are significant. In the ICLV model the high positive values of the latent variable parmeters indicate that individuals are most sensitive to the comfortability of train mode, likewise for environmental conscious behaviour, improving environmental impact of train mode also have the highest impact on perception, while car and plane mode had the least effect. For C-RBM, experiments on different number of latent variables also showed convergence and identification problems as some latent variables were found to be identical or very similar. The results for the estimation of SP variables (cost, time and reliability) are shown in Table I . Both models are consistent in cost, travel time and reliability parameter values.
Assuming similar parameter estimates, the latent constructs observed in the C-RBM models indicated that effects of choice on latent variables lead to a more accurate representation of behaviour. Comparing the standard ICLV and C-RBM method, there is greater model fit when the parameters are initialized well prior to model estimation. Our case study reveals the feasibility of the C-RBM framework on mixed RP and SP data which could account for perception effects related to SP values and attitudinal questions. An important advantage of this is to be able to estimate the values from the data instead of postulating them. However, we should mention that neither method is fully reliable, but provides a different perspective that is representative of the underlying latent variables. The statistical results show that our method has superior performance in terms of estimated log-likelihood (-1946.872 vs. -2013.685 ). This shows that alternative specific variables do not have any large variance when incorporating latent variables; Estimating the model through a joint estimation method do not generally influence the underlying factors of alternative dependent cost, time and reliability variables.
Under assumption that the latent behaviour function is non-linear and complex, there may be multiple local optimal solutions and we did not consider scale and translation effects of the underlying variables and different decision rules in this study. We are currently investigating these effects in our future work. Furthermore, these are important considerations when the structure of the latent variable model is changed from a conditional to a joint model.
VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we develop a new approach to the problem of modelling latent behaviour through estimation a joint distribution from its associated choice and auxiliary information. This approach has been studied in different contexts in machine learning models recently. Our C-RBM approach is the first fully developed solution to latent behaviour models. This approach is comparable with previously developed ICLV methods in terms of model fit and do not require additional parameters. The estimation process is straightforward and convergence is fast for large parameter vectors using stochastic gradient descent with CD objective function.
In a sample of a new travel mode choice, survey respondents were asked to indicate their preference of travel mode given that a hypothetical intercity train service Train Hotel is offered. Train Hotel provides overnight sleeper amenities as an alternative to day trains and other modes such as cars, plane and buses. Results obtained from the C-RBM parameter estimation are compared with results from the ICLV model.
The ICLV approach analytically derive each latent variable under assumptions on the measurement functions. This method is effective when indicators are available, but assumptions may be hard to verify as we are unsure about the interactions of the latent variable generating process. In some cases, theoretical result only gives asymptotic guidance in finite observations. It is likely that the stated indicators may not be reflective of real attitudes and perception and heavily influenced by the survey conditions, geographic area, socio-demographics or other revealed information. While these model design choices are data-reliant, having a reliable estimate is a requirement for strong econometric plausibility. In our case study, inference on model performance is a straightforward task of analysing parameter validity.
